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TEACHER DIRECTIONS
Student lapbooks are great for students to have a keepsake of what they’ve
learned. This lapbook includes economics vocabulary, a map, important facts,
and an organizer for note taking.
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Ohio Agriculture
Directions:
Cut out the pocket. Glue
the sides and bottom of the
pocket, leaving an opening at
the top for the cards.

Economics
Vocabulary

Cut out the vocabulary cards.
Write an example of the word
on each card. Place the cards
in the pocket.

PRODUCER
DEFINITION			 EXAMPLE
a person who makes or
grows goods for sale

CONSUMER
DEFINITION			 EXAMPLE
a person who buys
the items that are
produced

MARKET
DEFINITION			 EXAMPLE
made up of buyers
and sellers

ECONOMY
DEFINITION			 EXAMPLE
the resources of a
region; the production
and consumption of
goods and services

Cut out the map. Put a star on your county. Circle the top livestock producing
counties that are listed in the reading selection.
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Cut on the solid lines. Fold on the dotted line. Write information from the
reading selection under each flap.
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Create a web. Cut out the word protein and glue the protein-rich foods
around the word.

Protein
a substance found in foods like
meat, milk, and eggs that is an
important part of our diet
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Cut out the fact below. Answer the question.

One cow can make 100 glasses of milk
each day. How many glasses of milk can
the cow make in:
1 week?

_______

2 weeks? _______

Cut on the bold solid lines. Fold on the dotted lines. Write an example
of how farmers use each type of resource.
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